


High flexibility for installation  
and domestic hot water connection  

  Inclusion of all hydraulic components means 

no third party components are required 

  PCB board and hydraulic components are located in  

the front for easy access 

  Compact dimensions allows for small installation space,  

as almost no side clearances are required. 

  The unit’s sleek design blends in with 

other household appliances. 

  Combine with a stainless steel or ECHO thermal store 

ARGUE CARDS

Why choose Daikin  
wall mounted unit? 

The Daikin Altherma 3 H wall mounted unit 

offers heating and cooling with high flexibility 

for a quick and easy installation, with an 

optional connection to deliver domestic hot 

water.

Daikin Altherma  H W



 Heating - 

Multiple tank solutions,
infinite possibilities

Heating only models  - EABH-D

The heating only Daikin Altherma  models provide domestic 

hot water and space heating in an efficient way.

Reversible models  - EABX-D

Additionnaly to its core function, Daikin Altherma  can 

provide cooling during hot season. 

This cooling function is working via emitters such as an 

underfloor system or thanks to a fancoil.

ter and space heating 

Flexibility in providing domestic hot water 

ECH2O Thermal stores (EKHWP-(P)B)
Connect your Daikin Altherma  wall mounted unit 

with a thermal store and take advantage of the 

energy of the sun.

Stainless steel tank (EKHWS(U)-D)
Connect your Daikin Altherma  wall mounted 

unit with a stainless steel tank to achieve efficient 

domestic hot water heating production.

> See more details on thermal stores and tanks on page .

Blue:  

Red:  

When the Daikin Eye indicates a blue 

colour, it means the boiler is functioning 

properly. The Daikin Eye will flash on and 

off when it’s running on stand by mode. 

When the Daikin Eye indicates a red colour, 

it means the boiler is out of commission 

and requires a maintenance check.   

Advanced
user interface

Quick to con!gure  
Log in and you’ll be able to completely 

configure the unit via the new user 

interface in  steps. You can even 

check if the unit is ready for use by 

running test cycles. You can upload the 

settings on an USB stick and download 

it directly into the unit, or via the cloud.

Easy operation
Work super-fast with the new user 

interface. It’s easy to use with just a few 

buttons and  navigational knobs.

Beautiful design
The user interface was especially 

designed to be very intuitive. The 

high contrasted colour screen delivers 

stunning  and practical visuals that 

really help you as installer or service 

engineer. 

The Daikin Eye 
The intuitive Daikin eye shows you in real time the 

status of your system.


